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The title is another color.

                                                                     Marcel Duchamp
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1. HISTOIRE D'OEIL

(J. M. Schaeberle / L. Connor)
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REVERSE ECLIPSE: OPEN DOME

Burnt the sun?
Or blazed
the surface of the moon?
Emphatic veronica 
sour round
 ancient
 tear

or furthermore: burnt
the flashing
 sky
by a light
 of inner faith
that fiercely
rises
 from the depth
and crosses
 the cupola
 of helpless
 light
and dazzles it?

architecture
eclipse

stone and the crackling
of blazing paper  
folding into itself
as if conceal one must
    one’s shame
how similar
eclipse
           and faith?

to one another
 how
 do they refer? 

one can hear
the texture        the movement
one can smell the light
              cold and serene
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2. THE MASTERS OF DREAM
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THE HORSES OF NEPTUNE
(W. Crane)

like roosters’ feet

taut

the hoofs

of those sea colts

:    neptune’s chariot

their beards

like manes

their tresses, tufts 

and like orange blossoms the pearls

adorning their necks

injected eyes 

jaws

gums 

terror and tremor

panic or wrath 

violent

  sea colts

slaves to the surf
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JUPITER & SÉMÉLÉ
(G. Moreau)

No matter what you see

No matter 

that what you see blinds you

No matter that it is my face

that you see

Fixed are my eyes on a vision

that only refers to me

that is my passion

that, my blindness

that, my awe
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L'ALLÉGORIE
(O. Redon)

eyes
children
ivy (or laurel)
an arch and a
   bas-relief
on one side, at the bottom, 
a stunned angel
       staring
at a crystal ball (as though unbelieving)
on the other,
Magritte’s rose
round and large and red 
and a skull in feather
sun blood
dress
daisies
cells 
pumpkins
purple

  

sea shells
cotton (or smoke or clouds)
babushka (or girl and sunsha-
de)
and a lemon
a fish
a mask
and a firefly wing

to read a portico
like reading an altar
a crystal or the water
or a mirror 

portal / port of light

a n  
     a s c e n s i o n
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LE GUÉ
(O. Redon)

clouds

clouds

glow

horses

horses

shadows

bones

nib-carved 

rock

ink

ink and light  

and despite 

the thundering hoofs

on the gravel

such silence

isn’t it?

such deep 

intimate

silence
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FLEURS, PANNEAU ROUGE 
(O. Redon)

like fire, the flowers

or blood

or fire

or bubbles

or something by Klimt
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PROFIL DANS UNE OGIVE 
(O. Redon)

to take shelter on a brink

Nile

where to rest

or venture 
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L’OEUF
(O. Redon)

egg      cup

the horror in the eyes

is not the worst

:

the mouth

the lack of

mouth

suffocation

that lack 

that lack

of
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3. THE PROPHETS
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PORTRAIT DE MADEMOISELLE FARRAIL
(A. Maillol)

girl

with blue hat

so much larger than her ambitions
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LES ÂGES DE LA VIE
(G. Lacombe)

leaving :

  a repetition
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MARINE BLEUE
(G. Lacombe)

as if they had fallen

into the sea           the eyes of Argos 

the tail of a peacock

and yet

the weft of the canvas

crosswise

rain

sonorous

verticality

against the docile           mute

bending of the waves
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FEMME DEVANT UNE GRILLE VERTE
(K.-X. Roussel)

most intense

are the grays of the ground

the stroke

the wall
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OVALE NEGLIGÉE  
(E. Vuillard)

the angle of the arm...

as though sitting down to meditate

after a bath

and feeling regret
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LES COUTURIÈRES
(E. Vuillard)

it seems as though they were 

embroidering

  each other

with nothing but their breath
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LE BANC 
(E. Vuillard)

what expectation 

that of the brimmed, winged child-hat

while the old one shies away

and withdraws

into its own depths
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LA FORÊT AU PRINTEMPS
(M. Denis)

a fully dressed woman

  and some flowers

her back turned 

toward those who are bathing

  —sources of light
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LA QUESTION
(E. Vuillard)

         and an answer 

forever
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4. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT

                                                                  
François-Auguste Ravier
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BURON EN AUVERGNE

like a medallion

or an eye

or a portrait by Parmigianino

 seen by Ashbery

a tree

a landscape
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L’HÔPITAL-SOUS-ROCHEFORT

a promise of Hopper

(rural)

in dirt

  mud

   adobe
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OSTIE (TOUR DU CASTELLO)

a blue 
metal plank
a blue paper

a movie

the rustling of the film   —the
fluttering of the loose
   end
against the reel

and the futile spinning
of the roll
in the  vacuum

white circle on black on the screen
and the dark theater

whispering
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JARDIN D’UNE VILLE ROMAINE

To Luisa Futoransky

Let’s go that way

on that path

And let’s talk of 

  the theater

  :

  of Mnouchkine 
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ROCHERS DANS LA CAMPAGNE

rising on the breakers 

  

feather

 lead mine

blue

 on a blue background
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RUE DE CRÉMIEU

1.

it could have been a flower

just the same

(one of those deceiving flowers of

            O'Keeffe)

2.

in any case…

I’ve lost the habit of entering

—unless it is with the eyes

        with the voice
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CHEMIN SOUS LES ARBRES

like a stream

in the Elsinor 

  autumn

nothing is missing

but Ophelia’s body 

  —her garland

and yet her absence

  betrays her
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5.  ARACNE’S DAUGHTERS
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DIE SCHWARZEN FRAUEN
(M. von Werefkin)

Bags shouldered
–when it’s not us
inside them

and the loneliness each
as best she can
–one, under her arm
another, thrusting her hip
another, sinking
in the distance

is it a river?
no, women–they say

are we a river?
rather a stream  

and the little houses there
all lined up

and that world

even further beyond
so tall
and fire
and night

But they go on looking 
down at their toes

not raising their gaze
nor voice
it could be said
their essence

under the honey-colored lamplight 
reads
smokes
drinks
a fine sir in his robe
of blue silk

from the wide lapels
he brushes off
–barely blown–
a golden thread
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DIE LANDSTRASSE
(M. von Werefkin)

the cry

in those women

is even more silence
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JOIE DANS LA FORÊT
(A. Bailly)

Tell me if you’ve ever seen them before

so happy

focused

each one inwardly

or one on another

free like doves

  flapping open their wings

softly, gracefully

like pink flamingos

And behind

behind the house

and the day

always

always

reproaching them
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INTÉRIEUR DE COUR À TORBOLE
(A. Bailly)

that was not a party
nor a gathering of friends

under a blazing sun
something shady was at work

the birds pecked crumbs 
that had been scattered
far away
as if to distract them

And suddenly those women arrived
stern
determined
ruthless

perhaps somber

But certainly those children
weren’t supposed
to be there
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GRIS PRINTEMPS
(A. Bailly)

Admit that you’ve embroidered it
hurriedly
with gigantic stitches
like you were being chased
like the Brontë sisters

is that why
the house behind?
  always the house
  bursting in
  –urging,
  pestering you? 

so delicate the trees
a light wind bends them

so ominous and unerring
the birds’ flight
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L’AVENUE
(A. Bailly)

if there are trees like leaves

if there are people
like exclamation points

there must also be, surely

worlds
like radiant ochre
avenues
girls

skies
like golden cumulus bulging
transparent

galaxies, cosmos, ethers
like black carriages
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TSVETOPIS, 1 
(O. Rozanova)

ZA ZA ZA ZA ZA UMMMM 
za za za za za ummmm

it cries
it babbles
the mysterical
pineal
gland

embedded like a target the word
right
in the off-center
of that throne of the soul
or Ajna
or blind
spot
organ
of tremor

bloodshot avatar

enlightened and dimwitted

the celestial

eye

a bit squinty a bit

kindred

to that smiling polyp

of Redon

that stares engrossed

always

toward the infinite

and smiling a bit

always

a bit

like death
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TSVETOPIS, 2
(O. Rozanova)

to take notes on the canvas

later

a classic night blue

–full moon sky–

an orange of pale, 

intense cadmium

irregularities

gray-graphite words

slipping

containing

circle and doubtful

arrow

indoctrinating

“I should die of these things” 

–she said, thinking

of the ancient shadow

of a drooping flower
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TSVETOPIS, 3
(O. Rozanova)

by contrast here there is study

a time

to meditate and measure

the consequences

a reddened circle or

sort of 

and another circle inside

and inside it another one

and another

only that static, eccentric needle

alerts us

as if wanting 

to give the illusion

of a new order

more labile

more perfect
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